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In Full Color & Twice Removed: Experiments and Studies in Cyan. 

Magenta, Yellow and Black 

 

My interests and ideas are a product of being raised in two places at 

once. With my father being from Cap Haitien, Haiti and my mother from 

Erie, Pennsylvania, I have always been submerged in the waters of two very 

different cultures. My two contrasting homes have given me a unique 

understanding of self-identity. This same understanding has also given birth 

to questions within me: What exactly composes our personal identities? 

How much does the nature of our environment versus the nurture of our 

upbringing influence what type of individuals we become? What role does 

the history of our past play in predetermining our present and future self? 

During my undergraduate study I have relentlessly pursued a better 

understanding of who I am as an artist as well as a full comprehension of the 



mediums I use in my work. My work explores my ideas of self-identity as a 

biracial woman of color. 

Growing up as a biracial and bicultural woman, I observed first-hand 

how things that are very different and unusual from each other can come 

together and live harmoniously, and in the same breath, how they cannot. 

My interest resides in the grey area between the two-- in the limbo where 

objects, people and things lose their intended function and their purpose is 

redefined. I allow the methods of the printmaking process to both inform and 

express my ideas of cultural identity. In my work I print consecutive layers 

of color using a technical approach called process printing, as a way of 

drawing parallels with the layers of my own layered heritage. When I 

consider parts forming to become a unified whole, my thoughts wander in 

Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black. I have sought to emphasize, celebrate, 

and test the consistent qualities of CMYK printing in my work. With this 

process I seek to replicate the experiences I have had with both people and 

things, while re-appropriating them to allow them to exist in a new time and 

space. Using personal family photographs I explore the relationship between 

experiencing a moment directly and the process of recollecting a moment 

from memory.  



I approach my work in a very calculated manner. Initially, I consider 

the tiniest details of a piece, planning them intricately and deliberately. I 

begin working on an array of small tasks, placing importance on their 

technical execution and the meaning behind the techniques I employ. As I 

continue to work, separate pieces come together and things start to grow. 

This is the most important part of my process: where the individual pieces 

unify to become a whole. It allows for precision to take a step aside, and for 

intuition to take over. This organic spontaneity breaks-up the methodical 

structure of the processes I utilize and begets a new sense of energy and play 

to what I create. 

Throughout my thesis work, I have been investigating the theories and 

techniques of a variety of four-color layer printing methods. My research in 

full color began a year and a half ago. I had been introduced to the technique 

of process printing, a process that involves printing the four process colors 

(Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black) as consecutive layers on top one 

another, in a media workshop class on silkscreen printing. I took to CMYK 

printing almost immediately. I related to the idea of separate entities 

working together to become a whole and grew fond of the idea. I continued 

developing my personal understanding of the printing process, growing and 

learning new techniques while familiarizing myself within the medium.  



What I hadn’t expected to emerge from the printmaking process were 

the questions I was unknowingly posing by repeatedly reproducing my 

subject matter. I had chosen, again and again, to use my personal family 

photographs as the photographic CMYK printed element within my work. 

More often than not those photographs were of my two elder sisters whom I 

have spent the most direct time with in the developing years of my 

childhood. I decided to confront this aspect of my work in hopes I would 

grasp a fuller understanding of what I was making; not only as a printed 

object but also for the conceptual content they held.  

I decided to attempt to print my 8”x10” silkscreen prints of figures on 

a life-size scale. At the time, I had no expectations for what they would 

visually look like or what exactly they would be made of. The only 

certainties I had were that I would be using some form of printmaking and 

the four-color printing process as my main methodology and tool in my 

research. For my first attempt, I printed my sister Rebekah in full color on  

vellum (Fig. 1). When printing the piece, instead of the acrylic screen 

printing ink soaking into the paper or drying into the air, the individual 

layers of ink sat on top of the vellum’s smooth, plastic-like surface. This 

created an unintentional texture that disrupted the even graphic quality of the 

full color printing I was seeking. The experiment, however, was not for 



nothing. It was the first print of it’s kind in my work and pushed me to think 

of the potential presentation and installation possibilities these figures held. I 

was confronted with the difficult decision of either leaving the print within 

the confines of the vellum paper I had printed it on or cutting the figure out 

and allowing it to exist on its own. I choose to cut the figure out and that 

moment was a dynamic turning point in my work. The work began 

transforming into more than just prints on paper.  

With this in mind, I quickly began plans for the next print. This time 

around I wanted to focus on a material study and how I could translate the 

personal style I had developed in my small printed studies into a larger scale. 

With Four Dresses (Fig. 2) I CMYK silkscreen printed onto vellum, felt and 

frosted Mylar. To add texture to the prints, I layered drawer liner and 

Japanese rice paper underneath two of the girl’s frosted Mylar dresses. The 

first two times I installed the piece I taped the individually cut out pieces to 

the wall in order to piece them together. In a way, this method worked for 

bringing the pieces together, however, it was only temporary and varied 

slightly with each install. It was then that I made the decision to back the 

printed vellum pieces with found wallpaper and sew all the pieces together. I 

had been sewing on my prints in my previous work as a way to spend more 

time with the object; it seemed fitting for the process of stitching things 



together to integrate itself into my work with large process prints. Sewing 

the pieces allows for me not only understand the materials to a different 

depth, but also allows for me to develop a very tactile relationship with the 

work I am creating. 

I approached printing the third series of girls in a very different 

manner as I had the previous two. Taking Mad in Magenta, 1995 (Fig. 3), a 

successful two dimensional print I had completed a half a year before, I 

attempted to enlarge the print and force it to become a three dimensional 

object. I tried printing and flocking the same black and white bitmap I had 

done on a small scale onto the vellum paper I had used with the past two 

girls. The outcome was nothing short of disappointing. The flocking glue 

and screen printing ink mixture I printed the bit map in did not adhere to the 

smooth and plastic-like surface of the vellum. Instead, the flocking solely 

stuck to the glue, causing both the glue and the flocking to dust right off 

when exposed to the tiniest of paper disruptions. Though I was creating a 

semi-three-dimensional object, I was planning and thinking of the layers 

within the piece as a two-dimensional piece and consequently, the piece 

suffered and was never able to be completed. 

Picking up the pieces of where I left off and learning from my past 

mistakes that not everything that works in one way can work in all ways, I 



carried on with my experiments. This time I wanted to be as precise and 

efficient as possible with my decisions of materials and scale. Before 

moving on to creating another large-scale figure I decided to test the four-

color printing process on another material, polyester film. I cut twenty-two 

8”x10” sheets of polyester film to print a varied edition of silkscreen prints. 

In theory, if the four-color separation process is printed on separate layers of 

transparencies, when placed on top of one another the original image will be 

restored in full color. With this theory in mind, I printed the individual cyan, 

magenta, yellow and black layers on four sheets each. With the remaining 

six sheets I played with a variety of combinations of different layers placed 

upon one another. My results completely changed the direction I decided to 

take my prints. The clear transparencies of the polyester film allowed for a 

manipulation of light I had not been able to achieve before and opened the 

possibility for utilizing other three dimensional objects to join the space and 

interact with the prints such as overhead projectors and other light sources 

that would add a dynamic translation of the printed material in other ways. I 

installed the prints hanging with magnets to showcase their versatility (Fig. 

4). This took a spin on how I would later decide to incorporate my prints in 

an installation environment. 



With this new development in my work, I began to make three more 

series of figures simultaneously. Two of which, incorporated the use of 

transparent polyester film with their CMYK printed bodies, paired with 

white linear contours of their dresses printed on frosted Mylar (Fig. 5). The 

combination allowed for a gradual transgression of translucency within the 

materials while still keeping the prints relatively simple and clean. With 

Rebekah, Rebekah, Rebekah, Rebekah (Fig. 6) I printed two on polyester 

film and two on vellum backed with found wallpaper. Sewing through the 

plastic layers proved to be difficult at first, but after finding the right 

technique of pre-punching holes the stiches became more organic and fitting 

for each girl. After completing one more series of girls, titled Petit (Fig. 7) I 

decided it was time to experiment with installing the pieces together in a 

space.  

In Full Color & Twice Removed, No. 1 (Fig. 8) was the first 

installation of its kind, consisting of the four series of CMYK printed and 

hand sewn girls, suspended throughout the installation from the ceiling, 

accompanied by two overhead projectors projecting additional silkscreened 

girls playing. The installation also included an audio element playing from a 

Sony handheld audio recorder of which I directly recorded fragments of 

audio from my family’s home VHS collection. The overhead projectors 



created a dynamic, contrasted lighting that casted the CMYK prints as 

shadows onto the wall (Fig. 9). The projectors also brought to the 

environment a sense of nostalgia that was carried throughout the room by 

the quiet humming of their internal cooling fans (Fig 10). I enjoyed using the 

low-tech technology and have continued to integrate similar objects into my 

work since then. Overall the piece was successful but ultimately lacked a 

clear sense of direction. The installation was a learning experience in 

presentation and placement for myself with my work but there was much 

more to learn and much more progress to gain.  

 Since the completion of In Full Color & Twice Removed, No. 1, I have 

been working on two separate bodies of work that have emerged from the 

ideas that sprung about from the first full installation. The first project was 

inspired by the technical elements. I wanted to create a piece that celebrated 

the potential for movement within the installation, while simultaneously 

celebrating color and memory. Before I knew it, the idea began taking the 

form of a book. In Rebekah Avèk Bisiklèt Li  (Rebekah with her bicycle) 

there are twenty-two consecutive frames taken from a VHS tape shot by my 

family in 1993 and screen printed in full color. Each frame depicts my eldest 

sister, Rebekah, riding a hand drawn bicycle much like the one she use to 

own. The book consists of sixteen folios printed on Masa rice paper and 



spliced together into an accordion structure. The non-adhesive covers are 

silkscreen printed and include a removable spine, which allows for the book 

to be paged through or spread out to reveal its full twenty-foot length.  All 

images and text in the book have been silkscreen printed and the text is 

written in Haitian Creole. Closed the book lies 8.5 inches high, 8 inches 

wide and 1 inch deep. It was my goal to create a piece with a certain level of 

simplicity that would make it accessible to a wide audience, including 

children. I wanted to create an item that could both be viewed in a Fine Art 

realm and also could teach bilingual children to recognize and spell colors as 

well as keep count of the number of girls riding their bikes. 

 The second project became an installation that exploring the 

reproduction of ephemeral moments. Inspired by the layout of my 

grandparent’s living room in Waterford, Pennsylvania, In Full Color & 

Twice Removed, No.3 (Fig. 11) the space includes real objects typically 

found in a living room (such as a sofa chair, books, a vintage gray Gameboy, 

dried flowers in glass vases, a telephone, a doorknob, and a television) as 

well as objects and shadows projected into the space by overhead projectors. 

Within the piece there are intentional relationships between the tangible and 

intangible objects (Fig. 12). The curtains and origami sailboats are made of 

Chinese Mulberry paper silkscreen printed with white, floral repeating 



pattern. The same white, floral, repeating wallpaper pattern was silkscreen 

printed one hundred times onto the baby-blue painted museum walls(Fig. 

13). The rug is made of cream felt that has been laser cut printed with the 

same floral repeating pattern. Within the installation there are a total of six 

life-size CMYK silkscreen printed figures that are interacting with the 

objects inside of the space. The Girls’ bodies are printed on polyester film, 

which allows them to cast a CMYK shadow on the walls behind them (Fig. 

14). Their apparel is comprised of frosted Mylar and polyester film with 

white silkscreen printed details. Their bodies and apparel are sewn together 

with simple stitches. The figures have been chosen from family photographs 

of my sisters when they were young. Playing inside the space is sound 

emanating behind one of the walls. The audio is comprised of clips from 

home family videos of my sisters and I playing in Waterford, PA in 1993 

accompanied by light xylophone notes. Two overhead projectors provide the 

main source of lighting (Fig. 15), but additional halogen lights light each of 

the three scenes of the girls. Roughly, the entire installation is about ten feet 

by ten feet.  

 With In Full Color & Twice Removed, No.3 I was able to push my 

work in a way I have never been fully able to do before. The piece contains 

an element of narration and play that was not present in the installations 



works I had previously took on. The process colors came alive in the 

environment, bouncing about from their living registration marks of pure 

Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black pasted on to the walls. With process 

printing, I have found a personal connection between the layers of my own 

self-identity and the layers within the printmaking process. Embracing my 

identity has allowed for my background to inspire my creative process and 

for me to approach my artwork with the greatest amount of sincerity 

possible.  

The culmination of my research in full color printing and work within 

traditional and non-traditional printmaking has led me to create and install 

life-size prints of figures with both photographic and hand drawn elements. 

The prints I create mimic both past interactions experienced first-hand and 

others that I have come to understand from a distance.  As I continue 

investigating the theories and techniques of full color printing in my future 

research, I will contribute to the advancement of contemporary printmaking 

through unique use of materials and installation. I plan to add to the new 

perspective of what contemporary printmaking is, by using unconventional 

methods of printmaking, experimenting with modular prints, projecting 

through prints, and exploring the various effects on the viewer through 

alternating environments of presentation.  



 

(Figure 1)  

Untitled Study, silkscreen prints on vellum,16”x 42”, 2013 

 

 

(Figure 2) 

Four dresses (Kat Abiye), silkscreen prints on vellum, felt and frosted mylar, 

found wallpaper, drawer liner and thread, 15” x 38”, 2013 

 



 

(Figure 3) 

Mad in Magenta, 1995, silkscreen print and flocking, 11” x 17”, 2013 

 

 

 



(Figure 4) 

This Must Be the Place, 1984, silkscreen prints on fourteen sheets of clear 

acetate, magnets, 8”x10”, 2013 

 

 
(Figure 5) 

Hannah, Hannah, silkscreen prints on clear acetate and frosted mylar, 

chiffon and thread, 2 of 4, 14” x 42”, 2013 

 



 
(Fig. 6) 

Rebekah, Rebekah, Rebekah, Rebekah, silkscreen prints on clear acetate, 

vellum and frosted mylar, wallpaper, felt, chiffon, lace, drawer liner and 

thread, 19”x42.5”, 2013 

 



 
(Figure 7) 

Petit, silkscreen prints on clear acetate and found wallpaper, thread, 

12.5”x25” each, 2013 

 

 
(Figure 8) 



In Full Color & Twice Removed, No.1, Installation, 18 x 20 square feet, 

2013 

 

 
(Figure 9) 

In Full Color & Twice Removed, No.1, Installation, 18 x 20 square feet, 

2013 

 



 
(Figure 10) 

In Full Color & Twice Removed, No.1, Installation ,18 x 20 square feet,2013 

 

 

 
(Figure 11)  



In Full Color & Twice Removed, No. 3, silkscreen prints on polyester film, 

frosted Mylar, fabric, Chinese mulberry and wall, accompanied by found 

and altered objects, 2014 

 

 

 
(Figure 12)  

In Full Color & Twice Removed, No. 3, silkscreen prints on polyester film, 

frosted Mylar, fabric, Chinese mulberry and wall, accompanied by found 

and altered objects, 2014 

 



 
(Figure 13) 

In Full Color & Twice Removed, No. 3, silkscreen prints on polyester film, 

frosted Mylar, fabric, Chinese mulberry and wall, accompanied by found 

and altered objects, 2014 

 

 
(Figure 14) 



In Full Color & Twice Removed, No. 3, silkscreen prints on polyester film, 

frosted Mylar, fabric, Chinese mulberry and wall, accompanied by found 

and altered objects, 2014 

 

 
(Figure 15) 

In Full Color & Twice Removed, No. 3, silkscreen prints on polyester film, 

frosted Mylar, fabric, Chinese mulberry and wall, accompanied by found 

and altered objects, 2014 

 


